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Abstract IEEE802.11 is a layer two technology that offers limited mobility support. It suf-
fers from scalability problems caused by the performance of the mechanisms related to the
address resolution and the discovery and maintenance of the path information. In this paper,
we propose using IP paging with link-specific capabilities to solve this problem. The need of
these capabilities is justified showing the limitations of pure-IP solutions when they interact
with IEEE802.11 specific functions, mainly the power save mode (PSM). Then, a compre-
hensive proposal for an IP paging solution that is an extension of the Mobile IPv4 Regional
Registration (MIPv4-RR) protocol is presented. Its strengths lie in the fact that there are no
interaction problems with PSM, and it is fully compliant with existing IEEE802.11 devices.
Finally, in order to show the excellent scalability of our link-specific solution, we carry out
an analytical study of its mobility signaling and compare it with the standard MIPv4-RR
protocol and IIPP (Integrated IP Paging Protocol), another IP paging solution that does not
implement link-specific functions.
Keywords IEEE802.11 · PSM · Mobility management · IP paging · Mobile IP ·
Link-specific
1 Introduction
Today, large IEEE802.11 networks [1] are deployed in large organizations for private use as
an extension of their LANs, but their utilization for public access over large areas will soon
be a reality [2]. However, the IEEE802.11 standard is a layer two solution that suffers from
scalability problems, which are caused by the performance of the mechanisms related to the
address resolution and the discovery and maintenance of the path information, both heritage
of the Ethernet model [3]. For example, the location management is an always update
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solution, that is to say, mobile nodes (MN) must update their location every time they change
their access point (AP), regardless of their traffic activity. On the contrary, current cellular
systems are designed to take these requirements into account and they provide mobility sup-
port to millions of users over wide areas using layer two solutions. These solutions do not
suffer from scalability problems thanks to the support of paging and the dormant state. With
paging, a dormant MN can be reachable thanks to a limited signaling exchange, even though
its exact location is unknown. An MN is called dormant when it reduces its activity and only
updates its location when a predefined criterion is met (e.g. the current cell belongs to a group
different from the previous one). Also, the paging procedure is only initiated by the network
when it has to contact a dormant MN (e.g. to deliver a call). As a result, the dormant MN is
located, activated and becomes reachable.
IP addressing and routing are used as a natural way of overcoming these scalability prob-
lems. Using the IP layer it is possible to provide full mobility capabilities including the
above mentioned paging function. In the literature, we can find a lot of protocols that extend
Mobile IP (MIP) [4] with IP paging functions. Most of them are pure-IP, that is, they relay
solely on IP mechanisms (see Sect. 2.1). These approaches could enable the deployment
of universal solutions. However, as we explain in Sect. 2.3, they can be impractical when
applied to IEEE802.11 networks. This is because they do not scale well when the number
of cells increase [5] and they produce bad interactions with IEEE802.11 power saving mode
(PSM). We consider this issue as a serious drawback, since IP paging ought to be combined
with PSM to achieve a noticeable reduction of power consumption [6].
Some IP paging proposals, namely [7] and [8], achieved an improved behavior by including
link-specific functions that take into the account the particularities of IEEE802.11 networks.
Thus, the scalability problem is removed because paging over the wireless medium is per-
formed by only one AP. This is achieved thanks to the always update behavior of IEEE802.11
MNs (see 3.3.2). However, these solutions do not completely avoid interaction problems with
IEEE802.11 PSM and their deployment is difficult because they impose extra requirement
to legacy devices (see Sect. 2.3).
In this paper we present a comprehensive proposal for an IP paging solution with link-
specific capabilities that overcomes the above mentioned problems of existent solutions. It
achieves a perfect interaction with IEEE802.11 PSM and it can run in actual legacy hard-
ware without any modifications. It is an extension of the Mobile IPv4 Regional Registration
(MIPv4-RR) protocol [9] that we call MIPv4-RR-P. MIPv4-RR has been selected as base
protocol for three reasons. First, hierarchical solutions provide better scalability [10]. Sec-
ond, IPv4 is the most deployed IP protocol and it is expected to remain for a long time [11].
Third and last, it allowed us a direct comparison with IIPP (Integrated IP Paging Protocol)
[12], a recent IP paging extension to MIPv4-RR that we have selected as representative of
the pure-IP approach.
The goals of our paper are twofold. First, we provide a complete description of this pro-
posal covering all the aspects related to IP paging in an IEEE802.11 WLAN. That is, the
way paging areas (PAs) are defined and advertised, how a dormant MN is identified and
paged, the degree of coupling with the MIPv4-RR (e.g. who triggers the paging procedure),
and the underlying technologies (e.g. how the mapping between the IP dormant mode and
layer two modes of operation is carried out). Furthermore, several implementation issues
are discussed in order to provide a fully deployable solution. The second goal is to present
a detailed discussion about the problems and limitations of IP paging based on the pure-IP
approach when they are applied to IEEE802.11 networks using PSM. A complete survey of
the literature is performed in order to provide strong arguments against this kind of approach.
Finally, the scalability issues are illustrated by means of an analytical study of the mobility
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cost per call. We believe that both goals provide a valuable insight that can be applied to any
other layer 3 protocol that interacts with IEEE 802.11 PSM, or to other protocols that have
been recently extended with IP paging functions [13,14].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the IP paging
concept focusing in the pure-IP approach and the operation of the IEEE802.11 PSM; the
problems of its interaction and the limitations of existing solutions are also explained in this
section. Section 3 describes our IP paging extension of MIPv4-RR for IEEE802.11 networks.
Sections 4 and 5 present the analytical model used in the evaluation and the numerical results.
Finally, Sect. 6 contains concluding remarks and indicates the direction of future work.
2 Ip Paging and IEEE802.11 Networks
2.1 IP Paging and the Pure-IP Approach
As mentioned in the introduction, cellular networks make use of paging to support dormant
MNs. The procedure can be summarized as follows. A dormant MN reduces its radio inter-
face activity. This is done in two ways. First, it decreases its monitoring of radio channels, and
second, it performs location updates less frequently. This makes the location of a dormant
MN ambiguous. Then, the cellular network makes use of paging to find a dormant node in
order to deliver an incoming voice call, for example. The benefits of this approach are two-
fold: the MN increases battery life and overall location management signaling is reduced.
The success of this approach has led to it being studied for its applicability to IP layer [15] .
As in the case of handover and MIP, IP paging is intended to support dormant MNs regard-
less of the underlying technology. A set of requirements and the functional architecture for
a standardized IP paging protocol has been defined by the IETF [16], although a lack of
consensus prevented it from being developed further.
Focusing on the application of IP paging to MIP based protocols, the common idea is that
a dormant MN will perform the registration procedure only when it changes of PA, where
a PA is a set of subnets. Then, an incoming packet destined to a dormant MN triggers the
paging procedure. First, the packet is buffered. Second, the PA of the dormant MN is deter-
mined. Then the paging request messages are sent to all the subnets of the PA in order to
find the paged MN. The MN receives the paging request, wakes up and performs the needed
operations to become IP reachable (e.g. MIP registration). Finally, it receives the packet.
Thus, an MIP based protocol extended with IP paging capabilities has a tradeoff between the
signaling savings due to the reduction in the number of registrations and the added signaling
due to the paging procedure [3].
There are several papers that cover the topic of adding paging capabilities to MIP based pro-
tocols to support dormant modes following a pure-IP approach. Some of the most important
are summarized in [12], a paper that presents the IIPP protocol. Pure-IP proposals implement
all the signaling and triggers related to IP paging using only the IP layer. Thus, PA identifiers
are advertised as an extension of the standard router advertisement messages (RtAdv) [17]
and new IP message(s) or extensions are introduced to page a dormant MN using multicast or
broadcast. This approach poses a serious disadvantage which is independent of the link-layer
technology: the IP stack must be active or at least activated periodically while the terminal is
in dormant state. The periodic activation can be achieved, for example, making use of time-
slot based paging as proposed by IIPP. However, this approach imposes a hard requirement:
all the routers of the domain must synchronize their advertisements.
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Table 1 Average power
consumption for IEEE802.11b
cards
Card Active (mW) Idle (mW) Doze (mW)
Cisco PCM350 1600 1300 390
Linksys WCF12 890 690 256
Netgear MA701 990 780 264
2.2 IEEE802.11 Power Save Mode
In IEEE802.11 networks, considerable battery savings are achieved using PSM. This is
because in active mode (AM) an IEEE802.11 station (STA) consumes approximately the
same energy when it is active or idle. This is illustrated in Table 1, with values extracted
from [18], which show that the only state that significantly reduces power consumption is
the doze state, which can only be activated using the PSM.
An STA using PSM only leaves the dormant state to send frames or to wake up periodically
in order to receive frames. Unicast packets directed to an STA in PSM are buffered in the
AP; however, each STA has its own buffer and its own time interval to wake up and see if
there is anything in its buffer. The mechanism works as follows. When the STA associates
with an AP, it informs of its listen interval (LI), which is the number of beacon intervals (BI)
that the MN will remain unreachable before it is able to receive a new beacon. In addition,
the AP assigns an Association ID (AID) to each of its associated STAs. Each AID is mapped
onto a bit of the Traffic Indication Map (TIM) as a field that is included in the beacon frame.
The AP sets this bit to one if the buffer of the STA is not empty and only in the beacon
frames that the STA can receive (depending on its LI). An STA in PSM will wake up every
LI in order to receive the beacon and look for its TIM bit. If it is set to one, the STA sends a
Power-Save Poll (PS-Poll) frame indicating that it is ready to receive frames. Then, the AP
sends an Acknowledgement (ACK) frame and the normal procedure for sending frames is
followed. This procedure includes an ACK for each frame received by the STA.
The reception of multicast/broadcast traffic is done similarly. Multicast/broadcast packets
are buffered at the AP and then forwarded to the MNs at regular intervals. STAs can know
multicast/broadcast delivery periods by inspecting beacon frames. The beacons include two
fields: the Delivery Traffic Indication Map (DTIM) period and the DTIM count. The DTIM
period shows the multicast/broadcast delivery interval as a multiple of the beacon interval.
The DTIM count indicates the number of beacon intervals remaining before multicast/broad-
cast packets are sent.
This mechanism adds significant delays and unnecessarily forces STAs to wake from
doze state in order to deliver multicast/broadcast frames even though the station is not inter-
ested in them. The limitations of PSM have motivated the development of several improve-
ments, some of which are gathered under the Wi-Fi Multimedia Power SaveTM certification
(WMM-PSTM) [19]. WMM-PSTM includes Enhanced Data Channel Access (EDCA) with
Unscheduled Automatic Power Save Delivery (U-APSD) to achieve a reduction in latency and
overhead in unicast frame delivery and an increase in battery duration [20]. However, these
improvements do not change the legacy PSM multicast/broadcast frame delivery mechanism.
2.3 Interaction Between IP Paging Pure-IP Approach and IEEE802.11 PSM: Problems,
Limitations and Existent Solutions
IIPP claim to support a generic PSM. This support is based on its implementation of time-
slot paging at IP level. However, this implementation is not well suited for IEEE802.11
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PSM. Firstly, it adds redundant signaling, since, as explained in the previous section, the
IEEE802.11 standard already provides a synchronization mechanism to wake stations up
in PSM by means of beacon frames. Secondly, IIPP authors assume that the advertisement
of paging information will not suffer from jitter when they are delivered across the subnet
and over the wireless link. This is not true in IEEE802.11 networks since, in PSM, the AP
buffers these advertisements (and, in fact, all multicast and broadcast traffic) so that they can
be delivered to dormant MNs periodically, as announced in the beacon frames. And thirdly,
an IEEE802.11 STA using PSM can be configured not to be woken up to receive buffered
multicast/broadcast traffic (by setting the ReceiveDTIMs parameter to false [1]). In this case,
a paging message, a paging request or a PA identification advertisement, sent using multicast
or broadcast, as is the case in IIPP will not be received.
Despite the fact that IEEE802.11 STAs using PSM can be configured not to wake up
to receive multicast/broadcast traffic, these multicast solutions suffer from major problems.
Firstly, there is no way for an IEEE802.11 STA to filter multicast/broadcast traffic. There-
fore, when a dormant STA wakes up, it has to receive and process all multicast/broadcast
frames previously buffered by the AP and look for paging advertisements. This is a waste of
power and time because there will usually be unrelated multicast/broadcast frames. In fact,
using MIP or its extensions may involve a multicast/broadcast packet at least every 50 ms
(unsolicited router advertisements) [21]. Furthermore, empirical measures performed over
an Ethernet network show an inter-arrival average time of 11.23 ms (equivalent to 45 kbps
of traffic) between ARP requests with a minimal value of 0.87 ms (581 kbps) [3]. Of course,
this traffic can be isolated from IEEE802.11 STAs using APs with proxy ARP capabilities.
However, today this is not a common feature and, more important, this only could help to
reduce less than 50% of the total multicast/broadcast traffic [22]. The impact of the mul-
ticast/broadcast background traffic in power consumption was measured in [23]. Its graph
showed that 500 kpbs of this type of traffic are enough to increase approximately the 50% of
the power consumed by a PDA using PSM. For this reason, some mobile phone manufactur-
ers suggest networks administrators to avoid multicast/broadcast transmissions [24]. Then, it
seems no sense to add more multicast/broadcast traffic in order to reduce battery consumption
(Table 2).
Secondly, the IEEE802.11 standard does not guarantee the reliable delivery of multi-
cast/broadcast frames sent by the APs. Thus, some type of mechanism for retransmitting
paging advertisements is desirable at IP or upper layer level. Furthermore, a simulation study
performed in [6] shows how the number of retransmissions increases exponentially with the
cell load. The study also shows how this situation may culminate in an unbounded paging
Table 2 Relationship between IP states and IEEE802.11 modes: MN behavior and location management
signaling employed
IP state IEEE802.11 mode MN behavior Location management
signaling
Active AM Standard MIPv4-RR Fully IP: RtAdv,
home/regional
registrations
Dormant PSM + Receive DTIMs=False MIPv4-RR + IP paging Mixed: IEEE802.11
(beacons, PM bit)
and IP (PagAdv,
home/regional
registrations)
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delay when the cell is close to saturation. Finally, the wake up periodicity for receiving mul-
ticast/broadcast traffic is the same for all the stations in PSM. Therefore, it is impossible to
develop a flexible approach that allows the wake up time to be set as a function of the par-
ticular needs of an MN, such as the remaining battery or the time bounds in paging delivery
imposed by higher level applications.
In consequence, taking advantage of existing IEEE802.11 capabilities, such as the PSM,
will improve IP-only signaling. In addition, multicast/broadcast IP signaling must be avoided
in order not to comprise IP paging operation. Few papers detail how specific layer two func-
tions can be integrated. The first paper, [25], uses an IPv6 multicast address to page dormant
MNs that are using IEEE802.11 PSM. Then, the solution takes profit of IEEE802.11 PSM
but it does not avoid the utilization of multicast IP signaling. A second subset of solutions
solve this problem by delivering paging advertisements using unicast [7,8]. However, they
still need IP multicast in order to advertise PA identifiers. As referred but not detailed in
[7], this could be solved making use of IEEE802.11 capabilities. In [26], we explain that
this can be done making use of the Service Set Identity (SSID) element inside the beacon
frame. Then, there are ways to avoid multicast/broadcast IP signaling. However, there are
other issues that prevent the deployment of these link-specific proposals. Firstly, all of them
are based on the IPv6 and cannot be applied to IPv4 networks directly. And secondly, they
impose extra requirement to devices. Some of them are rather affordable, e.g. Ozugur and
Sarikaya [8] need that the APs support the inter-access point protocol (IAPP) [27]. But other
alter the standard behavior of the IEEE802.11 devices, e.g. adding new functions such as the
processing of new IP messages [7,8].
To summarize this discussion, we can say that the most popular solutions, those based on
layer three support, are not well suited to IEEE WLANs. They cannot provide considerable
battery savings by themselves, and besides they are not suitable for MNs using PSM due to
the use of broadcast/multicast messages. In addition, the few unicast solutions published are
intended for IPv6 and, in some cases, not all broadcast/multicast is avoided. Furthermore,
these solutions need to alter the standard behavior of the IEEE802.11 devices.
3 Extending MIPv4-RR with IP Paging Support for IEEE802.11 Networks
Our approach combines the concepts that have been identified in the previous section as the
most suitable to introduce dormant state and IP paging in IEEE802.11 networks. Thus, it
takes profit of PSM, avoids multicast/broadcast messages performing paging and identifies
PAs using IEEE802.11’s own control frames. In addition, our proposal is intended for IPv4
networks and avoids altering the standard behavior of the devices.
In the following sub-sections we explain our proposal. In addition, since the analytical
study that we perform in 4 includes the IIPP protocol, some details related to the study are
provided. We start giving a general description of our solution, including its architecture.
Then, IP paging generic and link-specific functions are explained.
3.1 General Description
Our proposal extends the MIPv4-RR protocol with IP paging generic and link-specific func-
tions. MIPv4-RR is mainly designed to reduce signaling between the MN and its Home Agent
(HA). This is achieved by introducing a new element, the Gateway Foreign Agent (GFA),
which acts as a local HA in the visited domain, hiding local mobility from the HA and thus
providing a more scalable framework than MIPv4. The entities needed to perform generic IP
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Fig. 1 MIPv4-RR + IP paging support: proposed architecture
paging functions (see [16] for a description) are integrated in the GFA, now renamed GFA+.
This will make possible (see 3.2) that these entities, receive all the packets directed to the
dormant MNs, as assumed in [7]. In addition, it allows MIPv4-RR messages to be reused. The
aforementioned link-specific functions are responsible for performing the mapping between
IP Paging and IEEE802.11 PSM. This is done in the Foreign Agent (FAs). As we will explain
in the next subsections, this enables the IP paging messages to only be exchanged between
IP entities (GFAs, FAs and MNs), thus being transparent to the APs.
The PAs, are defined as explained in 2.1. That is, a PA is a set of subnets. A complete
representation of this architecture is shown in Fig. 1.
Comparing with standard MIPv4-RR nodes, the following extra capabilities are added.
First, the GFA+ will buffer packets to dormant MNs that need to be paged until they are ready
to receive. As stated in [10], a buffer size of one packet for each paged MN is usually enough.
This packet may contain a TCP SYN segment or a SIP INVITE message. A new message will
be exchanged between the GFA and the FA to instruct the later to perform link-specific paging.
We call this message Paging Request (PagReq). The FAs in turn, will perform link-specific
paging sending a frame directed to the MAC address of the MN/STA with a new message
inside called Paging Advertisement (PagAdv). And finally, a dormant MN will use beacon
frames and the new PagAdv message as triggers to activate MIPv4-RR standard operations.
In addition, they will make use of IEEE802.11 PSM to reduce its power consumption.
Finally, some minor modifications are done in MIPv4-RR messages. An MN selects its
FA and GFA from the Mobility Agent Advertisement Extension included in the RtAdv mes-
sages [3]. One of the reserved bits of this extension is used to advertise the IP paging support.
This flag is named the P flag and is set to one to indicate that the GFA supports paging
functions (i.e. it is a GFA+). An MN will synchronize its state with its GFA+ making use of
the regional registration process (see 3.2). This is achieved making use of the reserved flag
x, here renamed A, from the RegRegReq message. If the requested state is accepted by the
GFA+ the defined code zero (registration accepted) is employed. Otherwise, a new code or
codes can be defined in order to inform the MN of a partial acceptance or a rejection of the
registration. In addition, the regional registration process will be used by the FA to send to
the GFA+ the MN/STA’s MAC address as a new extension. As we explain in Sect. 3.2.1, this
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information is known by the FAs. This information will be used by the GFA+ to perform
link-specific paging (see 3.3).
3.2 IP Paging Generic Functions
An MN can be in active or dormant state. When the MN ends its communications (e.g. a
voice call), it waits a predefined time and it moves to IP dormant state. This implies a message
exchange with the GFA+ that allows the change of state. IIPP approach assumes that the
GFA+ also controls MN’s activity. This addition of complexity in the GFA+ node avoids
the change of state message exchange. These states involve a different behavior of the MNs
and GFAs+ that we will explain in the following subsections.
3.2.1 Protocol Operation: Active State
In active state the behavior of the MNs and the GFA+ nodes is the defined by a standard
MIPv4-RR. MIPv4-RR’s location update procedure is depicted in Fig. 2. The RtAdv mes-
sages are used to detect subnet or domain changes, and to announce the presence of FAs
and GFAs with or without paging support (P flag). Inter-domain handovers are handled by
performing a home registration (RegReq/RegRes) that involves the MN, its new FA and
GFA+ as relays, and the HA. With this registration, the HA is able to bind the MN’s home
address and its GFA+’s address. In addition, the MN has to perform a regional registration
(messages RegRegReq and RegRegRes) for each change of subnet. This registration, which
involves the new FA as a relay and the current GFA+, allows the GFA+ to bind the MN’s
home address with its new FA’s address and to update the state of the MN (A flag). That is,
the MN makes use of two care-of address (CoA), GFA’s and FA’s. All of these registration
procedures involve a message exchange between the MN and the FA. The FA and the MN
use these messages to learn each other’s MAC address.
The delivery of a packet to an MN outside of its home network is as follows. Firstly, the
packet reaches the home network, where it is received by the HA. Secondly, the HA sends
the packet tunneled to the GFA+. Thirdly, the GFA+ extracts the packet from the tunnel and
if the MN has previously registered as active (A flag = 1) sends it via another tunnel to the
FA. Finally, the FA extracts the packet and forwards it to the MN using its previously learned
MAC address.
3.2.2 Protocol Operation: Dormant State
As proposed in [7], when the MN switches to dormant state the value of the registration
lifetime increases tenfold. This reduces the need to send registrations to refresh binding, thus
Fig. 2 MIPv4-RR location
update procedure (HR: Home
Registration; RR: Regional
Registration) HoA
MN FA GFA HA
RegReq RegReq
RegReq
RegResRegResRegRes
GFA
RegReg
Req RegReg
Req
RegReg
ResRegRegRes
FA HoA
MAC HoA
HR
RR
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Fig. 3 Sample dialog of an MN using MIPv4-RR with IP paging extension protocol
also reducing signaling and, in turn, battery wastage. This is done sending a RegRegReq
message with the A flag set to zero. As mentioned before, the FAs will add the MAC address
of the MN/STA in this message using a new regional registration extension (see Fig. 3).
In this way, the number of bytes exchanged over the wireless link is the same as when a
standard regional registration is performed. The benefit of this identifier is twofold: it can
easily be obtained and provides a direct way of sending paging within an IEEE802.11 subnet
(see Sect. 3.3.2).
When the MN is in dormant state it only has to control two events, PA changes and paging
request reception (see Fig. 3). Note that both events are handled by link-specific functions
(see Sect. 3.3), which in turn trigger the following generic actions. In the first case, if the
MN detects a PA change it will perform a regional registration with the A flag set to zero in
order to remain in dormant state. If the change in PA imposes a change of GFA+, a home
registration must be carried out in order to update bindings in the HA. In the second case,
if the MN receives a paging request it will move to the active state and perform a regional
registration with the A flag set to one.
A paging request will be sent when a GFA+ receives a packet directed to an MN in dor-
mant state (that is, A=0). The GFA+ will buffer this packet and the following ones until
the MN switches to active mode and becomes ready to receive. Triggered by this event, the
GFA+ send the above mentioned PagReq message to all the FA members of the paged MN’s
PA. The GFA+ obtains the addresses of these FAs by looking for the last MN’s CoA in a table
containing the list of PAs and their associated CoAs (FA’s IP address). The PagReq message
must include the information related to MN identification. This information includes the
MN’s home IP address and also its MAC address. Note that GFA+ knows both addresses:
the home address is sent by the MN in every home and regional registration request and the
MAC address, as discussed previously, is added by the FAs in the RegRegReq message when
the MN switches to dormant state. Finally, the FAs will perform link-specific IP functions
explained in the next subsection.
3.3 IP Paging Link-Specific Functions
As we have explained in past subsection, there are several issues that are addressed using link-
specific functions. These are PAs advertisement and paging within the subnet. The last one
includes two aspects: how the paged dormant nodes are identified and how paging requests
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are delivered within the subnet. Finally, the relationship between IP states (active/dormant)
and IEEE802.11 modes (AM/PSM) must be defined.
3.3.1 Paging Area Identification
In Sect. 2.3 we explained the problems of sending IP multicast/broadcast signaling when
IEEE802.11 PSM is employed. In order to avoid these problems we propose the advertise-
ment of PA identifiers as a part of IEEE802.11 beacon frames. This guarantees that a dormant
MN using PSM will receive PA identifiers at least every LI (see Sect. 2.2). PA identifiers can
be coded in a defined element of the beacon frames, thereby preventing the advertisement of
the extra bits that are required to identify the PAs. The Service Set Identity (SSID) element,
whose length ranges from zero to 32 bytes [1], is a good candidate. It can be easily modified
by AP administrators, avoiding firmware changes. In addition, it has enough length to code
2256 PAs.
In order to detect PA changes, a dormant MN usign PSM needs to correctly process
beacons and thus some extra code, e.g. in the card drivers, must be added. As a result of
a PA change, the TCP/IP stack will be activated and the MN will perform as described in
Sect. 3.2.2.
3.3.2 Paging Identification and Delivery
As mentioned in Sect. 3.2.2, when the FAs receive a PagReq message they perform the map-
ping to link-specific capabilities. This is done as follows. The FA builds PagAdv message. The
standard RtAdv message can be reused including enough information for the dormant MN to
perform a home/regional registration (that is, the Mobility Agent Advertisement Extension
mentioned in Sect. 3.2.1). The MN’s home address, provided by the GFA+ in the PagReq
message, is set as the PagAdv’s destination address. Finally, the packet is encapsulated in
a frame that has the MN’s MAC address as the destination address, which is also provided
by the GFA+ inside the PagReq message. Note that this is the usual way of sending packets
from the FA to a registered MN [4], so its implementation can reuse standard FA code.
The delivery of this unicast frame to the AP with which the MN is currently associated
is guaranteed under two conditions. The first is that the subnet consists of Ethernet/WLAN
bridges that support IEEE802.1D [28]. The IEEE802.1D allows the frames to be relayed
using bridge tables that map a MAC address to a bridge port. If the MAC address is not
known, the frame is forwarded through all the ports of the bridge with the exception of the
port that received the frame. This entails that a frame sent from an FA to an IEEE802.11 MN
will reach the AP with which it is associated and probably to other APs that will discard the
frame. The second condition is that the APs update the bridging tables when an MN performs
a handover. Currently, all APs fulfill this requirement, e.g. sending an Exchange Identifier
(XID) control frame [29]. This is a broadcast frame sent by the new AP, but using the MN’s
MAC address as the source address.
As a result of this approach, only one cell is paged because only the AP with which the
MN is currently associated will deliver the PagAdv message to the MN, using the legacy
mechanism for PSM described in Sect. 2.2. This will occur because the rest of the APs will
not know the destination MAC address of the PagAdv message. Consequently, they will
ignore the frame. In this way, it is assured that only the paged MN will process the PagAdv
messages. Thus, the signaling load and the battery consumption due to the paging procedure
are minimal. Due its lack of link-specific functions, IIPP enabled networks have a different
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Fig. 4 Paging delivery: MIPv4-RR-P versus IIPP
behavior. Its GFA+ unicasts the paging request to all the FAs in the PA and then, the FAs
broadcast the request in their cells. A graphical comparison of these approaches is depicted
in Fig. 4.
3.3.3 MN IP States and Their Relationship with IEEE802.11 Modes
In order to take advantage of PSM without suffering from delivery delays, we propose bind-
ing the IP dormant state (no IP activity) to the IEEE802.11 PSM, and the IP active state with
the IEEE802.11 AM. It is interesting to note that some commercial mobile phones follow a
similar strategy [24]. If the WMM-PS certification is supported, another type of relationship
could be established. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper, which is focused on
the legacy and widely deployed IEEE802.11 mechanisms [1]. Considering only those mech-
anisms, we propose the following way to bind IP states and IEEE802.11 modes. When the
MN ends its communications (e.g. a voice call), it moves to IP dormant state (see 3.2.2).
Immediately, the IEEE802.11 MN informs the AP of a change to PSM through a successful
frame exchange initiated by the MN. This is done by setting to one the value of the Power
Management (PM) bit in the Frame Control field of the frame sent by the MN. The MN will
return to IEEE802.11 active mode (PM = 0) in order to receive a PagAdv message or to initi-
ate a new communication. The PagAdv message reception also implies a change to IP active
state to respond to it (see 3.2.2). Since this message signals the start of a communication, the
MN will remain in the IP active state and in the IEEE802.11 active mode until it ends. This
way, ARP, which uses broadcast messages to obtain an MN’s MAC address, is not needed
and hence the MN can set the parameter ReceiveDTIM to false, avoiding to waste any energy
in the reception of unwanted multicast/broadcast.
4 Performance Analysis
A discrete Markov analytical model is used to calculate the mobility cost per call. This cost
is defined as the number of IP signaling messages exchanged between the end of one call and
the start of the next, that is, the messages exchanged during the time the MN is dormant. It
is worth mentioning that, since wireless resources are considered to be the most expensive,
the messages sent over the wireless interface should have a pre-eminent influence on the cost
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Table 3 Parameters employed in the model and their values for MIPv4-RR, IIPP and MIPv4-RR-P
U/Uu Num. of IP messages associated with the MIPv4-RR 2/1
location update procedure and its uplink part IIPP 2/1
MIPv4-RR-P 2/1
P/Pu Num. of IP messages associated MIPv4-RR –
with the paging of a subnet and its IIPP N / 0
uplink part MIPv4-RR-P 1 / 0
R Num. of IP messages associated with the MIPv4-RR –
response of the paging procedure and its uplink part IIPP 2/1
MIPv4-RR-P 2/1
W/W u Num. of IP messages associated with MIPv4-RR –
notification of change to dormant/active state and IIPP 0/0
its uplink part MIPv4-RR-P 2 / 1
computation. In fact, two signaling costs are studied: the total signaling cost per call (CT )
and the uplink signaling cost per call (CU ). CT provides information about the resources
used by signaling related to mobility, whereas CU , is valuable for a very different reason: a
mobility management strategy with low CU increases the battery life of the MNs in dormant
mode. The parameters used in the evaluation are the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR), the size
of the subnet measured in cells (N) and the size of the PA represented by its radius (D). CMR
is usually defined as the ratio between the number of calls performed per unit time and the
number of cell crossings per unit time. However, in this paper CMR refers to subnet crossings
instead of real cell crossings. This is important in order to interpret the CMR values used in
this performance analysis. Finally, the PAs are composed of one subnet surrounded by D-1
concentric rings of subnets, where D is the aforementioned radius of the PA.
The costs are defined in a generic manner: the terms “location update” and “state change
notification” are used in order to avoid the mention of specific IPv4 procedures (e.g. regional
registration). Here, the location update indicates those messages exchanged as a result of a
PA change or as a response to a PagReq message and the state change notification refers to
those messages associated with the notification of a state change (active or dormant).
At the end of this section, Table 3 provides the values of some cost parameters that are
specific to each approach.
4.1 Assumptions
In order to make the analysis easier, a minimal scenario is considered with only one GFA with
paging functions (GFA+). Thus, no intra-domain handover will occur, so MIPv4-RR home
registration will not be carried out, that is, the signaling will only be exchanged between one
GFA+, its served FAs and the MN. The registrations due to the expiration of the registration
lifetime are not considered. The number of cells in a subnet is uniformly distributed, with an
average value of N. All the subnets have the same coverage size, which can be approximated
by a hexagon (see Fig. 1). Neither the different subnet’s coverage area, nor the different PAs
overlap. That is to say, each subnet belongs to just one PA. Finally, the traffic is assumed to
be generated by a telephony service.
Under the above assumptions, the behavior of a MIPv4-RR-P MN is provided in Fig. 5.
As already stated, we focus on mobility-driven signaling between the end of an incoming call
and the arrival of another one. The behavior of the rest of MIPv4-RR-P elements (GFA+,
FAs and APs) is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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4.2 Mobility Model and Cost Functions
CT can be calculated by the sum of three costs: the location update cost (Clu), the paging
cost (C p) and the change of state notification (Cs):
CT = C p + Cs + Clu (1)
Starting with the costs related to dormant mode support, i.e. C p and Cs , we have that MIPv4-
RR does not include this support. Therefore, C p(M I Pv4− R R) = Cs(M I Pv4− R R) = 0.
Using the IIPP protocol, C p can be expressed as
CP (IIPP) = P∗NT + R (2)
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where P is the number of IP messages associated with paging a subnet, NT the total number
of subnets that are members of the PA, and R the number of IP messages associated with
the response of the paging procedure. As explained in 3.3.2, when IIPP is used the paging
messages are sent to all the cells belonging to the dormant MN’s current PA. Then, it being
assumed that a subnet is a hexagonal subnet and that the PA is formed by concentric rings of
subnets, NT can be calculated as
NT (IIPP) = 1 +
D−1∑
k=1
6k (3)
In addition, P = N since all the cells of the subnet advertise paging messages. The IIPP
protocol has no state change notification costs because it uses a timer both, in the MN and
the GFA+, to control the changes of state. Therefore,
Cs(IIPP) = 0 (4)
Using MIPv4-RR-P the paging cost is considerably reduced because only one AP (the one
currently serving the MN) will send the PagAdv message (see 3.3.2). Therefore, P = 1 and
C p can be expressed as
CP (MIPv4 − RR − P) = 1 + R (5)
And the cost of the state change notification is (see 3.2.2)
Cs(MIPv4 − RR − P) = R (6)
Finally, in order to calculate the location update cost, Clu , we follow a common approach
based on the analytical model proposed in [30], that we fine-tune according to the proto-
col used. It is a two-dimensional random-walk model with a hexagonal configuration that
defines two types of Markov states (see [30] for details). Using this approach, the following
expression of Clu can be arrived at:
Clu (MIPv4 − RR − P) = U
∞∑
m=di
α(m) · Elu(m) (7)
where U is the number of IP messages associated with the location update procedure, α(m) is
the probability of m subnet boundary crossings between two call arrivals and it’s a function of
the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR), Elu is the estimated number location updates (which also
depends on m), and di is the number of subnet boundary crossing needed to change of PA. di
values range form one to D. Assuming that the incoming calls to the MN follow a Poisson
distribution with arrival rate λc and that the subnet residence time follows an exponential
distribution with a mean λr , then [31]:
α(m) =
⎧
⎨
⎩
1 − 1/ρ
[
1 −
(
1
ρ+1
)]
, m = 0
1/ρ
[
1 −
(
1
ρ+1
)]2 ( 1
ρ+1
)m−1
, m > 0
(8)
where ρ = λc/λr is the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR).
Equation 7 directly gives the Cluof the MIPv4-RR-P protocol when a PA of size D is used.
It must be said that using this equation we are assuming that the MN is in dormant state in
the entire period between consecutive calls. That is, the time that the MN waits to change
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from active to dormant is negligible. Doing the same approach for IIPP (according to [12],
this time is 2s) we have that:
Clu(I I P P) = Clu(M I Pv4 − R R − P) (9)
Since the MIPv4-RR protocol does not support paging, location updates will be performed
with every change of subnet. The number of location updates is therefore equal to the number
of subnet boundary crossings (m), and Clu can be expressed as follows:
Clu(M I Pv4 − R R) = U · m (10)
The uplink part of the signaling, CU , is then easily calculated by adding the uplink part of
Clu , C p and Cs . This is expressed as
CU (MIPv4 − RR) = Uu · m (11)
CU (I I P P) ∼= Clu(MIPv4 − RR − P) (12)
CU (MIPv4 − RR − P) = Ru + Wu + Uu
∞∑
m=di
α(m) · Elu(m) (13)
5 Numerical Results
The model explained in previous sections is applied to several cases, which are defined by
the following parameters: the call-to-mobility ratio (CMR), the size of the subnet (N)
and the size of the PA defined by its radius (D). In these scenarios we compare the per-
formance of the MIPv4-RR, IIPP and MIPv4-RR-P. In addition, we present a qualitative
analysis of the impact of signaling on an MN’s battery life, as produced by the different
approaches. Readers interested in a quantitative analysis can refer to [6], in which a simu-
lation study that shows the savings that different IP paging solutions can achieve is carried
out.
5.1 Impact of the Parameters on the Protocols
Since CU is independent of N for all studied protocols (see Eqs. 15–17), it can only be repre-
sented as a function of D, as shown in Fig. 5 using different values of CMR. Since MIPv4-RR
performs independently of the size of the PA (D), CU (MIPv4-RR) remains constant. This
value is highly dependent on the CMR. Therefore, for lower values of CMR, which implies
many subnet changes between consecutive calls, the MIPv4-RR solution performs poorly
in comparison with IP paging solutions, which improve their performance with D. This is
because the number of location updates, that is, CLU , decreases when the size of the PA
increases. Consequently, in order to increase an MN’s battery life, high values of D should
be chosen. However, as explained below, this could not be a good solution. Note that the
IP paging benefit decreases with increasing CMR (see CMR=0.01 vs. CMR=0.1) to the
point that, with extremely high CMR values, it can be slightly counterproductive for both
paging solutions (e.g. IIPP needs one more message and MIPv4-RR-P needs two more mes-
sages than MIPv4-RR does, when CMR=1). This is because the number of subnet changes
between calls decreases and with them the IP paging’s ability to reduce Clu . When the two
IP paging protocols are compared, their performance is almost equal. IIPP performs slightly
better (minus one message) because its CS is smaller than that of MIPv4-RR-P (see Table 3).
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Fig. 6 CU as a function of D for MIPv4-RR, IIPP and MIPv4-RR-P (CMR=0.01, 0.1 and 1)
In Fig. 7 the cost CT is depicted as a function of D and N for different values of CMR.
It shows that MIPv4-RR’s CT is independent of D and N. Furthermore, since MIPv4-RR
does not include paging support, CT (M I Pv4− R R) = Clu (M I Pv4− R R), that is, double
the values of CU shown in Fig. 6 (see Eqs. 14–15 and Table 3). With regard to IIPP, this
protocol can minimize CT by setting D to an optimal value (dopt ). However, IIPP shows
poor scalability because C p (I I P P) increases dramatically with N and/or D (see Eqs. 2, 3).
Thus, its application is only interesting for very small subnets (N=1 or 2) and MNs with low
CMR. In the rest of the cases, MIPv4-RR outperforms IIPP. One final comment regarding
IIPP is that the strategy of increasing D in order to reduce power consumption will no longer
be valid. Since an STA consumes approximately the same energy when it is transmitting or
receiving (see Table 1), the savings achieved in the uplink will be wasted in the downlink,
that is, a dormant MN using IIPP will have to receive or process all the paging requests sent
to other dormant MNs in its PA.
In comparison, MIPv4-RR-P performs independently of N and its CT decreases with D.
Thus, it retains the benefits of IP paging—the reduction in CU —without incurring its main
drawback: an increase in C p proportional to the number of subnets and cells to be paged. This
is one of the advantages of using unicast to deliver paging: C p is minimized and maintained
constant (see Eq. 5). The result is that MIPv4-RR-P outperforms IIPP under almost all con-
ditions. The difference is more noticeable with increasing D; for example, if D = N = 10
signaling is reduced by more than 99%. The worst case is obtained when D = N = 1,
in which MIPv4-RR-P may add up to two messages. With low values of CMR, MIPv4-
RR-P similarly outperforms MIPv4-RR (CMR=0.01, D = 10, 89.97% reduction; D = 1,
adds 5 messages). This advantage is reduced with increasing CMR (CMR=0.1, D=10,
69.86% reduction; D = 1, adds 5 messages); for CMR=1, the performance of MIPv4-RR-P
is slightly worse than that of MIPv4-RR: between 3 and 5 messages are added (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7 CT as a function of D for
MIPv4-RR, IIPP and
MIPv4-RR-P: a CMR=0.01,
b CMR=0.1, c CMR=1
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5.2 Further Considerations
The above-mentioned results fail to address certain issues that we believe must be emphasized.
Firstly, since MIPv4-RR and IIPP need IP signaling to perform their mobility management
procedures, MNs cannot disable their TCP/IP stack. However, MNs using MIPv4-RR-P can
do so in the dormant state, making for greater battery savings. Secondly, since the IP signaling
used by MIPv4-RR and IIPP is based on broadcast/multicast, a dormant MN cannot skip the
reception of this type of traffic. As mentioned in 2.3, the impact of this traffic in battery life
can be severe. In contrast, a dormant MN using MIPv4-RR-P can do so without losing its
reachability. Thirdly, using MIPv4-RR-P the PagAdv message is only received and processed
by the paged MN. Then, the number of broadcast/multicast frames that has to receive and
process each MN that uses PSM is not increased. Fourthly, IIPP introduces new extensions
in RtAdv messages in order to support paging (see Sect. 2.1). This also implies a small loss
of bandwidth and also of power in the MN.
We have seen that the impact of MIPv4-RR-P in the wireless access interface is an excel-
lent paging solution. However, these results are not the same in the access subnets and the core
network. MIPv4-RR-P provides an efficient way of extending the battery life of IEEE802.11
MNs with increasing D. The drawback is that the domain’s core network, that is, the links
between the GFA+ and the FAs, will deliver an increasing amount of signaling. As a result,
there is a tradeoff between the signaling in the wireless part of the access subnets and the
wired links of the domain that interconnect these subnets with the GFA+s. The same can
be applied to N, which affects the signaling load in the distribution system of the access
subnet (i.e. the links that interconnect APs with the AR). Thus, this signaling load is directly
proportional to N, particularly in those subnets of the PA that the MN has not visited or has
left out for a long time. In these cases, the PagAdv message will be forwarded to all the APs
of the subnet in vain. Note that the performance of IIPP in the core network is identical, and
similar in the access subnets, depending on the multicast capabilities of the subnet. We argue,
therefore, that IIPP does not outperform MIPv4-RR-P in the core network or access subnet.
Finally, it must be said that the comparison performed does not take IEEE802.11 signaling
into account. This signaling is related to IEEE802.11 roaming procedures and is the same
for the three approaches. The only exception is that MIPv4-RR-P requires the notification of
IEEE802.11 mode change (PSM or AM) using specific IEEE802.11 frames when the MN’s
IP state changes (see Sect. 3.3.3). In this case, four more empty frames must be added for the
MIPv4-RR-P case. Two are needed to go to PSM mode at the end of a call, and two more to
switch to AM to receive a new call. We believe that this is not a serious issue. Furthermore,
the advent of WMM-PS will make this operation mode change unnecessary because, as men-
tioned in 2.2, it assures correct frame delivery without going to IEEE802.11 AM. Therefore,
IEEE802.11 signaling would not have any impact on the results of the comparison. However,
it would be interesting to study in order to determine its weight and impact on battery life in
comparison with IP signaling.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, a proposal that integrates IP paging support in the Mobile IPv4 Regional Reg-
istration (MIPv4-RR) protocol is presented. It has been designed by including link-specific
functions to be applied in IEEE802.11-based subnets in order to take advantage of its legacy
PSM to improve the MN’s battery life. In the process of drawing up this approach, we first
studied existing IP paging proposals, both with and without link-specific functions, in order
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to learn about their strengths and weaknesses. This led us to completely avoid the use of IP
broadcast/multicast signaling to support the location management of dormant MNs ruling
out the pure-IP approach. Instead, we took advantage of the existing IEEE802.11 legacy
mechanisms, particularly its synchronization and PA advertisement using beacon frames. A
dormant MN can thus disable its TCP/IP stack and also avoid the bad interaction between
multicast/broadcast IP signaling and the IEEE802.11 PSM. To this end, we selected a unicast
approach to deliver paging in the subnets, thereby minimizing the impact on the wireless
access interface.
Our proposal has further benefits. Firstly, it allows the MN to completely skip the recep-
tion of multicast and broadcast traffic without compromising its reachability. Secondly, it is
reverse-compatible with standard MIPv4-RR. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly of all,
to the best of our knowledge it is the first proposal that achieves all these goals avoiding
the modification of IEEE802.11 legacy hardware devices. Only minor changes in the MN’s
drivers are needed.
The results of the analytical study show how our proposal outperforms a similar but pure-
IP approach (IIPP) when it is applied to IEEE802.11 networks. They also demonstrate that
extending MIPv4-RR with IP paging support can be beneficial, especially when the CMR is
low. Further research will be carried out to extend the analytical model. One way to extend it
would be to include IEEE802.11 signaling in order to ascertain the weight of each operation
(registration, AP selection, association, authentication, etc.) in terms of signaling costs and
power consumption.
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